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Fiction: Different stories by the 
same authorUnit 1

Workbook answers
Page 4: Anna Hibiscus
1 a Anna Hibiscus lives in amazing Africa. ✘ b Anna’s mother cleaned  the house. ✔

c Anna Hibiscus has many aunts and uncles. ✘ d Anna Hibiscus plays with her little cousins. ✘
e Anna Hibiscus stayed  with her grandparents in their village. ✔ 
f The twins climbed  up to get the camera. ✔

2 For example: Anna Hibiscus lives in a large house in the great city. She has a huge family with many small and 
older cousins. She likes to spend her days in the massive garden, sitting high in the immense mango tree.

Workbook answers
Pages 5–6: The No. 1 Car Spotter
1 Ensure learners can read the words easily before trying to spell them. Tell learners to underline the 

parts of the word they think might be tricky to remember, such as ‘augh’. 
2 a Look at that car. → instruction

b What an amazing car that is! → exclamation
c What sort of car is that? → question
d That’s a Rolls-Royce Phantom. → statement

3 Before learners start, caution them against writing questions. (For example: What an amazing car that 
is! rather than What is that amazing car?) Ask them to check that each of their sentences has a verb. 
a Exclamation: What an amazing car that is! b Exclamation: How fast that car goes!
c Exclamation: What an old car that is! d Exclamation: How boring picking palm nuts is! 

Workbook answers
Page 7: The new cart
1 For example: called, reminded, encouraged, asked, screamed.
 Ask volunteers to read the extract using the words for said they have chosen. Help them to hear the 

difference between the ways of speaking. 
2 a Hurry up.  b Press them to make oil. 

c They think that No. 1 is too slow.  d He is watching the road to see if any cars are coming.
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Workbook answers
Page 8: No. 1 and the car thieves
2 a absorbed: listened to and understood b commotion: sudden shouting from a number of people

c patted: tapped in a nice way   d plenty: a lot

Workbook answers
Page 9: No. 1 is stolen
1 Encourage the learners to use Look–Say–Cover–Write–Check steps to practise spelling the words.

Present tense Past tense Present tense Past tense

says said catches caught
spills split fights fought
takes took buy bought
speaks spoke drives drove
goes went sings sang
writes wrote teaches taught 
fly flew becomes became
eats ate tells told
come came thinks thought
makes made throws threw
hides hid wakes woke
meets met wins won
sees saw hears heard

2 For example:
 a In the morning, No. 1 goes to pick palm nuts. 

b Quietly and carefully, No. 1 watched the thieves. 
c In the distance, No. 1 caught sight of the mammy-wagon.

Workbook answers
Page 10: No. 1 and the police chief
1 For example: 

a A glamorous Aston Martin b A busy market   c A broken cart
d A hungry goat   e A refreshing drink f An angry sister

2 For example:
 a All of a sudden, a glamorous Aston Martin zoomed into the village.

b Around the corner, my angry sister stomped, sucking her teeth.
c Later that day, I sat in the cool shadow of the iroko tree and drank a refreshing drink.
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Workbook answers
Page 11: Atinuke Book Club
1 Read the blurbs on the back covers together. Remind learners to use the images as well as the text to 

make their choices. 
2 Model an answer, such as: I would like to read The No. 1 Car Spotter and the Firebird because I like 

the character of No. 1 and I think a story about a leopard would be interesting.
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Non-fiction: LettersUnit 2

Workbook answers
Page 13: An invitation to Rio de Janeiro
1 Complete the chart to practise these contractions:

cannot can’t I will I’ll must not mustn’t
do not don’t you will you’ll who is who’s
is not isn’t he will he’ll what is what’s 
it is it’s she will she’ll they have they’ve 
I am I’m they will they’ll we have we’ve 
she is she’s who will who’ll where is where’s
he is he’s you are you’re had not hadn’t  
they are they’re would not wouldn’t has not hasn’t
we are we’re should not shouldn’t was not wasn’t

could not couldn’t 
2 Learners could prepare for the ‘writing an email’ task by role-playing a telephone call in which they 

tell their friend about the trip. Example email: 
 Dear Lucas 
 Guess what?! I’ve been invited to visit my cousins in Rio de Janeiro! I can’t wait. We’re going next 

Tuesday and staying for three weeks. I’m hoping we’ll get to go to a football match and spend some 
time on the beach. There’s a rainforest right by the city so I imagine we’ll go there at some point. I’ll 
send you a postcard. 

 From Mario

Workbook answers
Page 14: Dear Butterfly Adventures
2 a tropical – in the hottest part of the planet

b humid – when the air is very hot and damp
c urban – to do with a city
d circuit – a path that goes around an area and finishes where it started
e peak – the top of a mountain
f vegetation – green leafy plants

3 For example: 
a The Tijuca National Park is an urban rainforest. Or: The Tijuca National Park is a tropical rainforest. 
b It is hot and humid in the park. 
c The Tijuca National Park is the largest urban rainforest in the world. 
d You can walk the cave circuit in the park.
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Workbook answers
Page 15: Thank you so much!
1 Remind learners to write any words they struggle with in their Spelling logs. 
2  

 This activity will enable you to assess whether or not learners can pronounce the words correctly.

3 For example: 
 4567 Beach Drive
 Rio de Janeiro 45

 25 September 2021

 Dear Mrs Lomax
 Thank you for allowing our class to visit the Rainforest Bird Sanctuary. We would like you to have 

these pictures we have drawn of our favourite birds. 
 We loved seeing the birds and letting them sit on our shoulders. We have also learned about 

conservation and the trouble that is caused when the rainforest is cut down. My group particularly 
enjoyed the view over Rio de Janeiro from the top of the mountain. It was fun to be above the clouds.  

 Thank you again for an excellent visit. 
 Yours sincerely
 Tia Martin

‘ou’ sounds like short 
oo

‘ou’ sounds like long 
oo

‘ou’ sounds like short 
u

‘ou’ sounds like oa

could
should
would

soup
group

trouble
couple
double

mould
shoulder

‘o’ sounds like short 
u

‘o’ sounds like long  
oo

‘o’ sounds like long o

glove
above
shove
love
dove
cover

move
prove

stove
over
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Workbook answers
Pages 16–17: A trip to the rainforest
1 

2 For example:
 a Surprisingly, there were quite a few early swimmers at the beach. 

b At the top of the tree, a blue bird sung its heart out. 
c Without waking anyone, we crept out of the house. 
d By the waterfall, we sat and had our lunch. 
e As I was about to leave, Granny gave me a big hug. 
f As the sun was rising, we headed out to the beach.

3 a smiled b made c woke d saved
 e used f drove g baked h behaved
 i came j took k liked l chased
4 For example:
 We drove to the shops to go shopping.  We used our own bags and saved the environment. 
 I wrote a letter to my friend in Rio de Janeiro.  We baked a cake for the party. 

When Where How
As the sun was rising,
As I was about to leave,
Next,

At the top of the tree, 
By the waterfall, 
Nearby,

Surprisingly, 
Without waking anyone, 
Quickly,
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Workbook answers
Page 18: A letter of complaint
1 a Are the children following the path? b Is that a toco toucan?

c Are those children behaving badly?  d Is that the waterfall? 
e Would Teo like to have a swim?

2 a How freezing cold the water is!   b What a beautiful bird that is!
c How you surprised me!      d How disappointed I am by our trip!

3 Learners’ own letters of complaint. Example letter:      

Flat 5, 89 Rue de Playa
 Arraial do Cabo
 Rio de Janeiro State
 5763

 10 August 2021
 Rainforest Trips
 Av. Salvador Allende
 Rio de Janeiro
 RJ, 227754-350

 Dear Rainforest Trips,

 I am writing to complain about our dolphin watching trip on Sunday. We were supposed to meet 
the guide at the beach at 10.30 a.m. but the guide didn’t arrive until nearly 11 a.m. He was a very 
pleasant chatty man, but that meant that we weren’t out on the water until 11.30 a.m. 

 We could have forgiven the late start, but we then finished about half an hour early. We were back at 
our car by 1.30 p.m. Does that sound like a four-hour trip to you?

 We did have a lovely kayak trip and had fun splashing in the waves. How wet we got! But it was 
disappointingly short. 

 I suggest you change the information on your website. 

 Yours sincerely 

 Maud Travers
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Poetry: Poems from different culturesUnit 3

Workbook answers
Page 20: Cakes in Jamaica
1 

2 For example: I love cake but I don’t eat it often. I like peas but I don’t like spinach. I’m having soup 
for dinner. I’ve got sandwiches for lunch.

are not aren’t there is there’s
could not couldn’t they are they’re
do not don’t they will they’ll
does not doesn’t was not wasn’t
has not hasn’t we are we’re
have not haven’t where is where’s
were not weren’t should not shouldn’t
I would I’d he had he’d
I am I’m is not isn’t
I have I’ve it is it’s
let us let’s she has she’s
shall not shan’t he has he’s
she would she’d you have you’ve
that is that’s you are you’re

Workbook answers
Page 21: Fireflies in America
1 glow; fire; sparkle; glimmer; dazzle; flash
2 a We sat in the dark forest and waited. 

b At first there was one small flash, and  
then another. 

c Soon the forest was filled with an amazing 
light show. 

d Tiny flashing fireflies dashed this way and 
that. 

e Each firefly was searching for the perfect 
mate. 

f We sat entranced as the starry forest seemed 
to dance. 

g Everyone felt that the long drive and the long 
wait had been worth it.

3 For example: 
 I can see an eerie green glow on the swamp. 
 We sit by the flickering fire and told stories. 
 The fireflies were tiny twinkling sparkles in the 

dark. 
 The room was lit by the faint glimmer of her 

phone.  
 A bright flash lit up the night sky.
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Workbook answers
Page 22: A party in India
1 Words with a long vowel do not need the last letter doubled. 

a waiting   b screaming   c flitting
d floating   e steaming    f hopping
g swapping   h dreaming   i sleeping
j tripping   k running   l begging

2 Examples of phrases: 
 Flynn’s boats flit and float down the stream. 
 The happy hares are hopping around. 
 The soft music made everyone slip into sleep.

Workbook answers
Pages 23: Hot potatoes in Finland
1 a bustle – noise and business in a crowd

b hustling – pushing 
c seething – being very angry
d whopping – very big
e sizzling – frying and making a hissing noise

2 a I felt sick after eating a whopping ice cream. 
b Mum was seething after we broke her cup. 
c We could hear the onions sizzling in the pan. 
d Sonja enjoyed the bustle of the big city. 
e There were so many people hustling us that 

David cried. 

3 Example answers:
 We pushed through the bustle of the canteen to 

find a table for our lunch. 
 Everyone in the canteen was hustling each 

other to get to the lunch queue. 
 I was seething when Jack pushed me and made 

me drop my tray. 
 I chose a whopping jacket potato for lunch. 
 The sound of the fritters sizzling in the pan 

made us run to the kitchen. 
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Workbook answers
Pages 24–25: Full Moon on the Isle of Man
1 a For example: 

Tell the learners that they can match up adjectives and nouns, or add their own words to one of 
the words on the list. (Any five)
• flashing lights 
• sparkling diamonds 
• churning fire 
• tiny holes 
• faraway mysteries
• spinning dancers
Extra challenge: 
• little flashing lights
• a row of sparkling diamonds
• a ball of churning fire
• tiny, distant holes
• faraway mystery worlds
• ancient spinning dancers

2 For example:
The night sky
Sparkling dancers
A row of diamonds
Churning fire
Distance holes
Mystery worlds
An awesome universe

3 Read the poem together, helping the learners to hear the list of nouns. 
4 The moon has a face like the clock on the hall; 

She shines on the thieves on the garden wall, 
On streets and fields and harbour quays, 
And birdies asleep in the forks of the trees. 

The squalling cat and the squeaking mouse, 
The howling dog by the door of the house, 
The bat that lies in bed at noon, 
All love to be out by the light of the moon. 

But all of the things that belong to the day
Cuddle to sleep to be out of her way; 
And flowers and children close their eyes
Till up in the morning the sun shall arise. 
a–b Compare the different noun phrases, discussing which are simply adjective and noun and which 

are longer phrases such as ‘birdies asleep in the forks of the trees’. Help learners to see that this 
can be replaced with the word ‘birds’. Look at ‘The howling dog by the door of the house’ and 
agree that it comprises two noun phrases. 

c It is round and white. 
d Agree that it must rhyme with ‘trees’. 
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Fiction: Myths and legendsUnit 4

Workbook answers
Page 27: Mighty Finn McCool
1 For example:
 a Finn McCool was the fiercest giant that ever lived. 

b Did Finn McCool build the colossal Giant’s Causeway?
c What a fool Finn McCool was to shout at the terrifying giant Benandonner!
d Tell me about the mighty giant, Finn McCool.

2 Support learners as they research local legends, providing legends to read and summarise for those 
learners who need more support.
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Workbook answers
Pages 28–29: Clever Oonagh
1 Oonagh McCool put a huge sheet over Finn McCool and tucked it around him. 
 ‘Put your thumb in your mouth and pretend to be asleep,’ she ordered. Oonagh quickly made some 

cakes for their expected visitor. Soon, there was a thunderous pounding on the door. Standing in the 
doorway was a giant twice as large as Finn McCool and three times as ugly. Muscles rippled along his 
arms and cracks appeared in the stones where he stood. 

 ‘Oh, Benandonner,’ gushed Oonagh. ‘Finn told me to expect you. He’s just popped out for a moment 
to move that mountain – it was spoiling the sunset. Please come in and wait. Just put your spear and 
shield down next to Finn’s.’ Oonagh pointed to a tree trunk and a circular tabletop that were resting 
against the wall. Benandonner put down his spear and shield, embarrassed by how small they looked. 
He squeezed through the door and perched on one of the tiny chairs, his head dusting the cobwebs 
on the ceiling.

2 a Finn McCool shouted across the sea to Benandonner.
b Oonagh asked Benandonner to leave his shield outside the house.
c Benandonner looked through the window. 
d Finn McCool climbed into the bath.
e Benandonner’s hair touched the cobwebs above his head. 

3 Clarify that there are many ways of completing the story, for example: 
 ‘Oh, I’m so glad you were able to squeeze inside,’ chatted Oonagh taking the cakes out of the oven. 

‘Finn hasn’t been able to fit through that door since he was a child. He normally lives in the barn.’
 Benandonner tried to smile but his heart was pounding. How big was Finn McCool?
 ‘Do have a cake,’ she offered, placing a plate of huge gnarled cakes on the table. ‘Finn likes a cake 

with a bit of crunch to it.’ Wide eyed, Benandonner took a cake and bit into it. 
 ‘Ahhggg – mmmm. Delicious!’ gasped Benandonner removing three broken teeth from his mouth. 

What sort of man likes to eat cakes with rocks in? Not someone he wanted to meet!
 ‘Thank you for your hospitality,’ Benandonner mumbled through the gap in his teeth. ‘But I can’t 

wait any longer. Please give my regards to Finn.’
 ‘Oh, what a shame,’ sighed Oonagh. ‘Do come and see the baby before you go. He’s such a sweet 

little thing.’ Oonagh led Benandonner to the bathtub where Finn lay. 
4 For example:
 a ‘Quick, get in the cot,’ whispered Oonagh urgently.

b ‘I don’t know why you had to shout at someone so large,’ mumbled Oonagh.
c ‘Perhaps we could play a trick on him,’ offered Oonagh. 
d ‘He’s the size of a house!’ gasped Finn. 
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Workbook answers
Pages 30–31: Powerful Perseus 
1 

2 In the time of gods and monsters, in the land of Ancient Greece, there was a hero called Perseus. 
He was the son of Zeus and the gods watched over him. Perseus and his mother Danaë lived at the 
court of evil King Polydectes. Polydectes wished to marry Danaë but he was stopped by Perseus who 
protected his mothe. Polydectes planned a way to get rid of Perseus. 

3 Hercules arrived at the kingdom of King Augeas. King Augeas ruled a large kingdom and owned 
thousands of animals. He had cows, bulls, sheep and horses. Every night, the animals were herded into 
a huge stable. The stable was enormous. It stretched out as far as you could see. The stables were also 
filthy. Mud filled the bottom to knee height. The animals often slipped over in it. Hercules was ordered 
to clean the stable in one single day. Hercules stared at the stables and planned what to do.

 Hercules smashed two great holes in the stables, one at each end. Next, Hercules started to dig 
trenches in the side of two rivers nearby. At once, the rivers moved their path and flowed towards 
the stable. The water raced into the stable and out the other side. For hours, Hercules let the water 
flow. Finally, the water had mopped the stables clean. Hercules plugged the gaps in the river and the 
water stopped.

4 

Verb Add ed Verb Add ed

jail jailed beg begged
rob robbed sail sailed
jog jogged tap tapped
call called watch watched
train trained slip slipped
hug hugged treat treated
leak leaked plan planned
soak soaked spoon spooned
snap snapped shout shouted
load loaded stop stopped
live lived wish wished
heat heated clap clapped
plug plugged croak croaked
chain chained toil toiled
need needed chat chatted
drop dropped spoil spoiled

Verbs changed into the past tense by:

removing the e and adding 
ed

only adding ed doubling the last letter and 
adding ed

arrived 
ruled 
raced 
moved 
stared

owned 
herded 
stretched 
filled 
ordered 
smashed 
started

slipped 
planned 
plugged 
stopped
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Workbook answers
Page 32: Perseus defeats Medusa
1 

 Once learners have practised the words, ask partners to test each other. 
2 Perseus flew across distant lands and endless seas. He found the moonlit cave where foul Medusa 

and her repulsive sisters slept. Suddenly, the snakes on the Medusa’s sisters’ heads shrieked. Her 
sisters woke up and charged at Perseus. Hydra’s tail wound around his foot and he was lifted into the 
air above the monster.

Present tense Past tense Present tense Past tense

are was buy bought
give gave split split
hold held speak spoke
know knew go went
put put write wrote
say said begin began
see saw eat ate
shake shook make made
spit spat hide hid
take took catch caught
drive drove fight fought

Workbook answers
Page 33: The Legend of Hua Mulan
1 a Mulan could not weave. She was too worried. 

b The path went beside the Yellow River. It was long and hard. 
c Mulan practised until she was perfect. 
d Mulan carried a sword. It was polished and sharp. 
e When the soldiers saw that Mulan was a girl, they were shocked. 
f Mulan did not want them to know that she was a girl. 

2 Example answer: 
 Mulan sat by the tent. She felt exhausted after her ride. Every bone in her body ached and she didn’t 

think she would ever get used to wearing her father’s armour. But she also felt excited. It had been 
an amazing day. She had never been so far from home before and she had never been alone. What 
would the next day bring? What an adventure.
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Workbook answers
Page 34: Mulan at War
1 a Mulan felt nervous but she walked into the camp with her head held high.  

b Mulan walked into the field where the soldiers where practising. 
c For ten years Mulan stayed with the army and then she went back home. 
d Mulan went to war because her father was too old to go. 
e Mulan would be in trouble if the general found out that she was a girl. 
f Mulan’s father taught her to fight because he did not have a son. 
g The war was over and the Emperor was pleased. 

2 a The Emperor wanted to give Mulan an award for her time in the war.  
b The path was tough and Mulan did not have enough food or water. 
c He was the General and the chief in the field. 
d Mulan held her breath as she went up to the General. She was filled with dread.

Workbook answers
Page 35: Comic strip Mulan
1 a Last Saturday, → time

b Over the mountain, → place
c Skipping for joy, → manner
d Waiting in the field, → place
e Ten years later, → time
f At the foot of the mountain, → place

g With shaking knees, → manner
h Carefully, → manner
i In the morning, → time
j In the distance, → place
k That evening, → time

2 Check that learners have understood how to present a comic strip, and that they’ve used appropriate 
sentence endings in each box. 
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Non-fiction: Information textsUnit 5

Workbook answers
Page 37: What is a shark?

1 a non-fiction    b non-fiction    c fiction    d non-fiction 
e non-fiction    f fiction             g non-fiction

2 a–b Discuss the books that the learners took out of the library. Share the facts.
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Unit 5 Non-fiction: Information texts

108

Workbook answers
Page 38: More about sharks

Shark dustbin
Tiger sharks will eat almost anything 
– from tin cans and electric cables 
to other tiger sharks. Cushions, tyres 
and even sheep have been found in 
the stomachs of tiger sharks.

Tiger sharks have 
an amazing sense 
of smell. They can 
smell tiny drops 
of blood and will 
track wounded 
prey.

Quick facts
Lives: tropical and warm 
waters
Size: up to 6 m

Eats: sharks, dolphins, 
turtles, squid 
Danger: Red alert!

large eyes

wide mouth

patterned skin 
(stronger in pups)

A tiger shark

Tiger sharks
These deadly hunters can track prey using smell, 

sight, vibrations and electrical signals. Their 
strong jaws and sharp teeth allow them to 

attack large animals, even whales.

main text

heading

key word

label

caption

fact box

photograph

subheading
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Workbook answers
Page 39–40: Weird and wonderful 
1 Remind the learners to use the Look–Say–Cover–Write–Check steps. 
2 Sharks have jelly-filled cells in their heads that detect the small amounts of electricity given off by other 

animals. A great hammerhead shark has thousands of these cells in its head, and can find prey hiding 
deep in the sand or a school of fish far away. Some sharks have whiskers called barbels. These tell the 
shark about water pressure and chemicals such as acid in the water. This helps them to sense prey.

 Sharks have other ways too of detecting the smallest movements by animals. Sharks have a central 
line of tiny liquid-filled tubes running along their body. These tubes tell them about small movements 
in the water around them. They can tell when there is prey moving nearby. The longnose sawshark 
has a long snout in the shape of a saw. This amazing machine has jelly-filled cells, liquid-filled tubes 
and barbels on it. Sweeping its snout from side to side, it surveys the ocean floor for animals hiding in 
the sand. 
a prey, surveys
b chemicals
c machine
d cells, acid

3 [Paragraph 1] When sharks are ready to reproduce, they must find a mate. Some sharks use 
chemicals in the water to find each other. Other sharks go to special mating areas. Afterwards, the 
sharks go their separate ways. 

 [Paragraph 2] Some sharks lay eggs. The shark lays her eggs on the seabed or in a crack in a rock. 
The baby sharks hatch after a few months. After the eggs hatch, the baby sharks must look after 
themselves. 

 [Paragraph 3] Some sharks give birth to live babies, called pups. Lemon sharks give birth to live pups 
close to safe shallow coral reefs or mangrove swamps. The pups swim to the safety of this nursery 
area and stay there for many years. Hammerhead sharks also give birth to live young. The great 
hammerhead shark can give birth to litters of up to 56 pups.

4 a The mother shark does not guard her eggs.      2
b Sharks mate about once every two years.      1
c Tiger sharks give birth to just two live pups.    3
d Some eggs look like a leather seed case. Others look like spirals.  2
e The shark egg has a yolk inside to feed the baby shark.  2
f Lemon sharks mate while swimming along.    1
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Workbook answers
Page 41: Biggest, strongest, weirdest
1 a The following sharks lay eggs: 

• bullhead sharks
• zebra sharks

• horn sharks
• cat sharks.

b Sharks can find prey by sensing:
• movement
• electricity

• smell
• chemicals.

c Sharks are in danger from:
• overfishing
• hunting for sport

• fishing nets
• climate change.

2 a The four most dangerous sharks to humans are: 
1. great white shark
3. shortfin mako shark

2. tiger shark
4. oceanic white-tip shark.

b To breathe, sharks must do one of three things: 
1. keep swimming 2. pump water over their gills

 3. pull water in through holes near their eyes, called spiracles.

Workbook answers
Page 42: Sharks: Friend or foe?
1 a The shark will attack when it is hungry. – The shark will attack later. 

b The shark will attack if it is hungry. – The shark might attack or it might not. 
c The shark will attack because it is hungry. – The shark is about to attack now. 

2 a Because it has an amazing sense of smell, a shark can smell a tiny drop of blood from a long  
way away. 

b A shark can detect vibrations, so it can tell if a fish is moving nearby.
c Shark nets are put up to protect swimmers, but then end up harming sharks. 
d If a great white shark stops swimming, it will not be able to breathe.
e A shark looks for a mate when it wants to reproduce.
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Playscripts: Playscripts of  
traditional talesUnit 6

Workbook answers
Pages 44–45: The Frog and the Emperor (Part 1)
1 a deer b there’s  c too d write
 e wait f won g scene, meet h We’re, you’re 
2 For example:

a My baby sister has one tooth. I scored a goal and my team won. 
b I think there’s going to be a storm. That house is theirs. 
c I’m going to the shops. Do you want to come too? I need to buy two packets of pasta. 
d Can you write a shopping list for me? We can go right away. 
e I will wait for you at the fountain. Can you tell me the weight of that melon?

3 

4 For example:
a Many years ago, there was a man and a woman who lived just outside a great city in China. 

(time)
b The next day, the frog and his parents went to the palace. (time)
c Suddenly, the frog took off his skin. (manner)
d From the corner of the room, the princess threw the ball. (place)

Sentence starter Time (when) Place (where) Manner (how)

a Walking slowly, ✔

b  After eight years, ✔

c  Around the corner, ✔

d  With great difficultly, ✔

e  Beside the lake, ✔

f  Once upon a time, ✔

Workbook answers
Page 46: The Frog and the Emperor (Part 2)
1 a The frog and his parents walked through the fields. 

b The Emperor looked out of the window.
c Before long, the enemy had run away. 
d After the frog had eaten the coal, he blew fire down to the ground. 
e The enemy ran over the hill before the frog could attack them again. 
f In the morning, the frog said that his father was returning. 

2 For example:
a The princess threw the ball into the crowd. 
b The walls went around the palace. 
c At three o’clock, the frog went home. 

 Discuss and accept sentences that contain a prepositional phrase, for example: The princess threw 
the ball over to the crowds.
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Page 47: Three Billy Goats Gruff 
1 am / are / is will would has / have had

I I’m I’ll I’d I’ve I’d
you you’re you’ll you’d you’ve you’d
he he’s he’ll he’d he’s he’d
she she’s she’ll she’d she’s she’d
it it’s it’ll it’d it’s it’d
we we’re we’ll we’d we’ve we’d
they they’re they’ll they’d they’ve they’d

2 For example:
a I think you’d have liked the film. 
b We’ll do that after they’ve gone.
c First, she’s going to visit us. 
d I’ll just pop my bags down. 

3 TROLL: This is my bridge and I’m  hungry. I’m  going to eat you up! I am

 LITTLE BILLY GOAT: (Knees knocking) Oh, don’t  do that. I’m  not worth eating. Wait for my 

brother. He’s  coming now and he’s  much bigger than me. do not; I am; He is

 TROLL: (Seeing Middle Billy Goat) I see. You may pass. 

Workbook answers
Page 48: Tiddalik, the Thirsty Frog
1 a TIDDALIK: [panting and looking around for water] Hmm, I’m very thirsty.  Croak!

b WOMBAT: Let’s make him laugh. 
c PLATYPUS: [crossly] Who woke me up!
d KOALA: [standing on her head] I’ll stand on my head.
e NARRATOR: At last, Tiddalik opened his mouth to laugh.
 TIDDALIK: [laughing] Ha! Ha! Ha!

Adapted from Year Full of Stories, written by Angela McAllister and illustrated by Christopher Corr, published by Frances Lincoln Children’s Books, an imprint of The Quarto Group, copyright 
© 2016. Reproduced by permission of Quarto Publishing Plc.
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Page 49: Tiddalik – the play
1 For example (allow other options that make sense):

a TIDDALIK: I am so thirsty. – [gulping up water]
b WOMBAT: Don’t drink all the water. – [looking horrified]
c KANGAROO: My baby will be thirsty. – [sounding worried]
d ECHIDNA: Hey, look at my silly face. – [making a silly face]
e PLATYPUS: Who woke me up? – [crossly banging her tail]
f TIDDALIK: mmmmmmmffffmmm – [trying not to laugh]
g WOMBAT: Look out! – [shouting]

2 For example: 
 a KANGAROO: (pretending to fight with his own shadow) Look at me fighting!

b KOOKABURRA: (smiling) What’s orange and sounds like a parrot? A carrot! Ha! Ha! 
Adapted from Year Full of Stories, written by Angela McAllister and illustrated by Christopher Corr, published by Frances Lincoln Children’s Books, an imprint of The Quarto Group, copyright 
© 2016. Reproduced by permission of Quarto Publishing Plc.
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Fiction: Adventure storiesUnit 7

Workbook answers
Page 51: A difficult problem
Key: Bold (red circle) – interesting verbs
 Underline (blue circle) – interesting adjectives
 Highlight (green circle) – interesting nouns
1–2 ‘I just cannot believe this,’ moaned Fishlegs, shivering violently. ‘It’s like some sort of NIGHTMARE. 

I keep thinking we’re safe, and then it seems that, NO, we’re in some other life-threatening situation 
even worse than the one we’ve just got away from.’

 ‘OK,’ admitted Hiccup, trying to keep them from despairing, ‘it doesn’t look good but I’m sure I can 
think of a way out of here …’

 Toothless was sniffing away at the back of the cavern, and he interrupted, calling out, ‘Toothless can 
smell something m-metal over h-h-h-here!’

 ‘Very clever, Toothless,’ said Hiccup, ‘but the treasure hunt is over now.’
 ‘I mean,’ continued Fishlegs, ‘so far today we have narrowly escaped being 1. Torn to pieces by 

Skullions. 2. Eaten by Cannibal Outcasts. 3. Burned to death on board ship. 4. Drowned at the bottom 
of the ocean … And now here we are, trapped in an inaccessible underground cavern facing DEATH 
BY SLOW STARVATION… It’s just been a REALLY BAD day.’ 

 ‘N-n-not metal at all,’ Toothless called back in disappointment. ‘It’s just a d-d-door …’
3 For example: ‘Great!’ moaned Fishlegs. ‘Here’s another damp cavern where we can have a  

life-threatening adventure.’

Workbook answers
Pages 52–53: A real adventure story
1  

2 For example:
 Leila stared out at the empty water in despair. What was she going to do? Scanning the horizon, 

she spotted an island far away. Quickly, she started to row towards it. She rowed and she rowed but 
it didn’t seem to get any nearer. The hours went by. It got darker and darker, and Leila got more and 
more tired. Eventually, she fell asleep and the little boat drifted as it bobbed up and down. 

 All of a sudden, Leila woke up. At once, she realised that the boat was no longer moving. She sat 
up. The boat had come to rest on a beach. Relieved, she leapt out of the boat. The island had a long 
white beach and an area of low bushes that climbed up to a small hill. Leila could not see any houses, 
but she could see smoke in the distance. Perhaps someone was there. She set in the direction of the 
smoke. 

 Near the beach, the bushes were far apart and she could walk easily. Further up the hill, it became 
more difficult and she had to squeeze through spiky thorns. Leila was about to give up when she 
turned one last corner and saw the most amazing sight.

b It didn’t rain for weeks so there was little water to drink. 
c The boys stayed on the 

island 
until they were rescued.

d Because they were bored, the boys decided to run away.
e Peter Warner went to the 

island 
because he saw a fire.

f When Stephen broke his leg, the boys were very worried.
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Pages 54–55: Dinosaurs!
For example:
1 a lagoon: a lake that is next to the sea

b canopy: the thick roof of a rainforest, where the trees are at their thickest
c binoculars: a gadget with two eye glasses that helps the looker to see things that are far away
d fossil: a rock in the shape of a plant or animal that died millions of years ago

2 a  saw, searched, seemed, appeared  b  huge, high, big, looming, giant
c  frightening, terrifying, spine tingling  d  great, fantastic, awesome, brilliant 
e  wood, rainforest, copse, thicket   f  pleased, delighted, cheerful, joyful, jolly

3 Learners’ own sentences, for example: 
• At the bottom of the cliff was an awesome lagoon, twinkling in the sunshine. 
• The children crept along the forest floor, listening to the terrifying chattering of monkeys from  

the canopy. 
• Fusu trained his binoculars on the top branch of the looming tree. 
• Jahi felt delighted as he held the fossil in his hand. 

4 a amazement b colourful c hopeless d agreement e quickly 
5

6 For example: 
 Bex thought that Jan’s treatment of her was very mean. 
 It was thoughtless of Tomas to finish all the water. 
 Hopefully, it will stop raining. 
 Because of your laziness, we have had to make all the shelters!

Suffix / Suffixes Suffix / Suffixes
refresh refreshment thought thoughtless, thoughtfully
use useless, usefully rude rudeness
happy happiness colour colourless, colourfully
treat treatment care careless, carefully
hope hopeless, hopefully help helpless, helpfully
sad sadness ill illness
light lightness agree agreement

Workbook answers
Page 56: Look out!
1 a scared  b happy  c  sad  
 d  tired  e  surprised
2 For example:

a Tom jogged through the jungle, grinning widely and taking photographs of everything he saw.
b Tom crept through the jungle, dashing from tree to tree. 
c Tom kept checking behind him as he walked. 
d Tom dragged his feet as he trudged through the endless forest.
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Page 57: Home safe
1 a Jamie pointed to the  fresh dinosaur footprint.

b They passed the  purple-and-yellow-spotted 
fungus.

c Tom stepped carefully backwards into the  
cold, dark cave. 

d Suddenly there was a  bright light  and Tom 
disappeared. 

e Wanna gave Jamie a  smelly gingko fruit. 
2 For example: 

a enormous, terrifying dinosaur 
b cloud-topped mountain 
c tiny island in the middle of nowhere 
d wild and churning sea 

3 For example:
a In the past, I used to like going to Uncle Josh’s 

house. 
 The rain passed and the sun came out. 
b The fisherman saw the smoke and went to the 

island to investigate. 
 My arms were sore from rowing for two hours. 
c Tom and Jamie were almost caught by the 

T-Rex.

 ‘We’re safe at last,’ cried Jamie. 
 ‘Where have you two been?’ asked Grandpa.
d There was a guest at dinner, so Jamie was on 

his best behaviour.
 Jamie and Tom guessed that the footprints 

led to the cave. 
4 a past – the time that has gone by 

b passed – the past tense of ‘to pass’
c saw – the past tense of ‘to see’
d sore – hurts when touched
e were – the past tense of ‘are’
f we’re – contraction of ‘we are’ 
g where – a word to talk about place
h hear – to listen
i here – this place
j through – to go between two things
k threw – the past tense of ‘to throw’
l tail – the long part at the back of some animals
m tale – a story
n two – the number 2
o too – also
p guest – someone who stays in your house
q guessed – worked something out
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Workbook answers
Page 59: My adventure story
1 Amir and Dan pulled their kayaks up the beach and walked into the cave. ‘Look,’ said Dan. There’s 

another cave through this hole. Through the gap, Amir and Dan could peer into a secret cave. It was 
filled with stalagmites hanging down and stalactites reaching up to join them.

 ‘Wow,’ whispered Amir. 
 ‘Awesome,’ grinned Dan. 
 ‘Shall we crawl through?’ suggested Amir. 
 ‘Yes, let’s. There’s just enough room,’ agreed Dan. 
 Amir crawled through the tight gap first. Dan followed, but just as he was almost through, his shoelace 

caught on a stalagmite . He pulled his foot free. The stalagmite crashed to the ground, then the rock 
it had been growing from fell too. Then the rock next to that one. CRASH! BOOM! The sound of falling 
rocks echoed off the walls again and again and again.

 They were trapped. 
2 For example: 
 Amir and Dan stared at each other in horror. 
 ‘What are we going to do?’ asked Amir. ‘We’re stuck here in the dark and no one knows we’re here,’ 

he sobbed.
 ‘But it’s not completely dark, is it?’ Dan mused. ‘There’s light getting in from that corner. Let’s investigate.’
 Slowly and carefully, the boys scrambled over the rocks towards the light. There was a hole, high up in 

the cave side and sunshine was pouring through it. Reaching the gap first, Amir peered through. 
 ‘It’s beautiful,’ gasped Amir. ‘But it’s not England.’
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Poetry: Poems with different 
structuresUnit 8

Workbook answers
Page 61: List poem

1  a  grey  honey great prey  

b  could young  sung  shoulder 

c  moves loves  stones gloves  

d  shriek  thief beak  flies 

e  solo  loud below  now

f  cold both  broth oath   
2  For example: 
 a  The tiger craftily creeps through the forest, its terrible teeth waiting for dinner.

b  The swan swam swiftly down the shallow stream. 
c  The crab scuttled crisply along the crunchy sand. 

3 For example: 
 Butterflies flutter   Dip and dive
 Butterflies hover   Flit and fly
 Butterflies tremble   Swoop and swish
 Butterflies flap.   Flip and wave. 

Workbook answers
Page 62: Haikus
1  a  The frog’s eyes were a periscope above the water. M

b  The frog leapt into the air like a firework. S   
c  The tadpoles pushed through the pondweed like a crowd of swarming commuters. S 
d  The frogspawn was a floating ball of semolina. M 
e  The froglets covered the grass like a green flood. S 

2  For example:
a  The toad croaked like an old gate. 
b  The frog sat on the lily pad like a jewel on a cushion. 
c  The pond was as still as a mirror. 
d  The bird watched the frog like a cat watching a mouse.
e  The pondweed swayed in the current like streamers in the wind. 

3  For example:
 silent green statue
 only moves its eye
 suddenly leaps – fly!
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Page 63: Using the alphabet
1  recount rebuild recover recycled reheat 

a  Can I retake the photograph? You had your eyes closed.
b  We had to rebuild our brick tower after Daz knocked it over. 
c  It took us a long time to recover from our long run. 
d  The dinner is cold. Can you reheat it for me?
e  This jumper is made from recycled bottles. 
f  We needed to recount the money because we counted it wrong. 

2  Read the words as a class first. Learners then read and tick the words. 
3  Suggest learners choose a subject that is quite general, such as sport or flowers. Provide learners with 

dictionaries to help them find words. 

Workbook answers
Page 64: Limericks
1  There was an Old Man with a beard
 Who said, ‘It’s just as I’d feared! –
 Two Owls and a Hen  
 Four Larks and a Wren 
 Have all made their nest in my beard.’
 By Edward Lear
2  a  The winds blew down the valley. 

b  The earthquake shook the house. 
c  I drew a picture of the volcano.
d  The animals drank at the waterhole. 

e  We bought a jumper made from recycled 
bottles.

f  We brought our lunch in reusable boxes.
g  We found insects under the brick in the 

garden. 
3  For example:
 There was an old man with a spoon
 Which he used to look at the moon
 But when it got light
 At the end of the night
 He used it to play a sweet tune.
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Page 65: Shape poems

2 a On Monday, I found a huge spider in the sink. → (place)
b  The trap-door spider waits inside a hole.  → (place)
c  Spiders can be found all across the world.  → (place)
d  Spiders lay their eggs in spring.  → (time)
e  Most spiders lay their eggs in a silk sac.  → (place)

Her venom
 waiting in a glandIs 

th
ere

 an antid
ote

 to
 hand? 

Her silken web catches the dew

I’m not really scared – are you?

Her many eyes see all around
And flies and other spiders too

Her eight se
gmented legs sp

read str
aight

She senses movement on the ground

 
The 

patient spider 
sits and waits
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Non-fiction: InstructionsUnit 9

Workbook answers
Page 67: Fit me – healthy me
Learners should have circled and labelled: main heading, introduction, numbered points, diagram, extra 
information, command verbs, specific vocabulary. 
Provide learners who need support with a copy of Visual 32: Features of instruction texts from the 
online resources in boost-learning.com to help them complete the task. 

Workbook answers
Page 68: Small changes for health
1 could have could’ve I am I’m

we will we’ll was not wasn’t
will not won’t has not hasn’t
would not wouldn’t they are they’re
she is she’s he would he’d
let us let’s here is here’s

2  a  Next week, were  going to get some new fitness clothes. – we’re

 b Mmm – thats  the best smoothie in the world! – that’s

 c Prisha says shell  make sunshine bars for me. – she’ll

 d Sadly, I cant  seem to get enough sleep. – can’t

 e Im  going to try and sit outside at break every day. – I’m
3  For example:

• She’ll eat more fruit.
• We’ll go for a walk at the weekend. 
• I’m going to join a football club. 
• I’ll go to bed earlier.

Workbook answers
Page 69: Healthy food – healthy me!

1  It is important to drink water before  and during  exercise. A smoothie can be a delicious treat 
after  your workout. First put chopped banana, strawberries, plain yoghurt, milk and honey into a 

blender. Blend for  20 seconds. Pour the smoothie into a glass. Pop two strawberries on top of the 
drink. Place a sunshine bar beside the glass. 

2  a  When he had finished his game, Josh ate an apple.  
b  At the park, Josh shared a sunshine bar with Raoul. 
c  Carefully, Josh carried the smoothies to his friends. 
d  After school, everyone congratulated Josh on his tasty snacks. 
e  At home, Josh couldn’t stop talking about his plan to get healthy!
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Page 70: Snack attack
1  For example:

a  I like to exercise but I don’t really know what to do.
b  I like to exercise when I can exercise with my friends. 
c  I like to exercise because it gives me energy.
d  I like to exercise if it is doing something fun, like dancing. 
e  I like to exercise and learn a new skill at the same time.
f  I like to exercise except when it’s raining. 
g  I like to exercise, unfortunately I’ve hurt my foot. 

2  a  If Ki will come with me, I will go swimming. 
b  When the new pool opens, I will go swimming. 
c  Because he has a competition next month, Hui goes swimming every day. 
d  After he’s finished his homework, Hui will go swimming.

3  For example: 
Cheese and apple skewers
These skewers will give you vitamins and protein. 
You will need: cheese, an apple, three wooden skewers, an adult to help you. 
1. Ask an adult to cut up the cheese and the apple into 2 cm cube pieces. 
2. Carefully push a piece of cheese onto each skewer, followed by a piece of apple.
3. Keep filling the skewers until you have run out of cheese and apple. 
4. Make sure you don’t hurt yourself with the skewer! 

Workbook answers
Page 71: Clean me – healthy me!
1  a  inactive: If you have been sitting inactive for a few hours, jump up and run around for a bit. 

b  incomplete: The instructions were incomplete and I could not understand what to do.
c  incorrect: The measurements were incorrect and my cake was a disaster. 
d  informal: I talk to my friends in an informal way. 
e  invisible: I wrote a secret message in invisible ink. 
f  incapable: Josh is incapable of sitting still for five minutes. 

2  For example:
 How to wash your hands

1. First, turn on the hot tap. 
2. Get your hands wet. 
3. Put soap on your hands. 
4. Rub your hands together until they are covered in soap all over. Don’t forget the backs!
5. Rinse off the soap. 
6. Dry your hands with a clean towel. 


